CONGRATULATIONS

Karen Chan (RSCI Program) presented her project titled, "Utilization of Wearables and Trends in mouthwash in current clinical research of neurologic conditions" at the Drug Information Association (DIA) 2020 Global Annual Meeting.

Kristen Fellows (RSCI Program) presented the "Student and Young Professionals Resume Workshop" at the DIA 2020 Global Annual Meeting.

Jeanne Greenwald (Dr. Richmond, advisor; RSCI Program) passed her qualifying exam titled, "U.S. Veterinary Drug Shortages: Industry Views on Potential Changes to Regulatory Policy."

Anna Ly (Dr. Church, advisor; RSCI Program) presented her project titled, "Examination of FDA Pediatric Regulations: Inclusion of Pediatric Participants in Clinical Trials" at the DIA 2020 Global Annual Meeting.

Nami Migita (Dr. Richmond, advisor; RSCI Program) passed her qualifying exam titled, "Governmental programs to foster medical product development in small enterprises: A survey comparison of the United States and Japan."

Lepina Myke (Dr. Church, advisor; RSCI Program) passed her qualifying exam titled, "From Discovery to Patient to Public: A Survey of Clinical Supply Chain Management and Distribution of Advanced Therapies."

Christian Reyes (Dr. Pitt-Marklund, advisor; RSCI Program) presented his project titled, "Plan Language Clinical Trial Result Summary: Are Participants Getting it?" at the DIA 2020 Global Annual Meeting.

Mary Wilhelm (Dr. Richmond, advisor; RSCI Program) passed her qualifying exam titled, "Regulatory Agreements for Joint Development Programs: Practices Within the Pharmaceutical Industry."
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